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The first man is of the earth; the second man is the Lord from heaven. As is the earthy, such are they also that are earthy; and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly. And as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly. 1 Corinthians 15:47 - 49

I have secured my global domain. Providentially, the United States is the Abel nation and Korea the Adam nation. Father and son should become as one. Until now the history of restoration has progressed through mother-son cooperation, but such an era will pass.

Cheon Seong Gyeong 1595

Greetings!,

In Sunday's message on "Kingdom Immortality" Hyung Jin Nim discussed the life and death realities faced by the citizens in Korea and in France, which just held the first phase of its presidential election.

The French enjoy the gifts that their Christian ancestors fought for, including the gift of freedom, of women's rights, of sovereignty, of reason, of borders that kept out marauding invaders. This generation has been throwing these gifts to the winds. In the West, we don't even have to be brave by physically fighting against invaders, we just have to vote to defend these things, but sadly many are afraid to do even that.
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Every civilization needs a common language, culture and border. Every civilization is built on one book or another. If not the Bible, then Darwin's books, or Bertrand Russell's, or Nietzsche's. What book you believe changes the nature of that civilization. A civilization based on the Bible is completely different from one based on Koran, which promotes not just husband and wife, but husband and wife/wife/wife/wife plus legalized prostitution of "temporary marriages." The Old Testament does show men with multiple wives, but the Ten Commandments and Jesus made it clear that the ideal was one man and one woman. This belief is the main reason for women's improved status in nations with a Judeo-Christian foundation.

In Korea there is not only the possibility of a physical war, but also the reality of a spiritual war. Three years ago Mother proclaimed that things would go well in Korea and that her Sinless OBD teaching would become the national religion. How is that working out?

More and more Korean young adults are leaning left. God's blessing is leaving Korea. Despite its past agreements to dismantle its nuclear weapons, North Korea is expanding its nuclear facilities and missile technology and making threats to use nuclear devices on its neighbors and on the U.S. Even if American forces were able to destroy North Korea's nuclear arsenal, within one hour 10,000 rounds of artillery would rain down on Seoul, killing hundreds of thousands if not more.

Hyung Jin Nim showed two videos about life in North Korea, one made by a tourist showing "happy" North Koreans in Potemkin villages. The other was a video of 2 young adults who risked their lives to escape from the murderous regime in North Korea. Starting at age 12, they were forced to watch public
executions of those who did not show sufficient respect for the Supreme Leader or for the rules barring watching videos from outside of the country or calling South Korea on their cell phones. Under Kim Jong Il those who tried to escape were killed, but now under Kim Jong Un all of their families, including relatives, are killed as well.

North Korean Defectors- Their Struggle to Survive

Thirty percent of Jesus' ministry was fighting demons. Father invested so much in VOC education and Korean unification that would not be based on Communism, but on Godism. Mother stopped all of that education and put her sycophants as leaders.

When a providential figure like Mother betrays her God-given mission it has massive consequences, just as Israel was destroyed after rejecting Jesus. Making the choice to leave God leaves you defenseless against predators. Father warned that she would be the most pitiable if she departed from him and tried to take God's position.

Forging of a Samurai Sword

One person, one bloodline can create hell on earth. The bloodline of Satan, his culture, heritage and traditions dominate much of the world. When you are young you don't understand the importance of lineage. The Archangel wants people to just live for now, not for their future lineage. But Jesus said that we must pray every day for God's Kingdom to come, not just spiritually, but here on earth. Father lives on in his Kingship, in his lineage, and in his anointed successor and Teshinja (resident body), Hyung Jin Nim.

Like a samurai sword that starts out as an ugly piece of metal which is beaten and hammered thousands of times, God is forging us. One day this body (sword) will break, but not this day! The culture of Cheon Il Guk is different from the forced fake culture of art in Communist China or North Korea. The peace police and police militia are people willing to defend their own communities by fighting against tyranny. Samurai means one who serves. A Christian is also serving his master, God, for whom one is willing to give his life.
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May God bless you and your families! Sincerely,
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